
THIS TECHNOLOGY RULES
Introducing the world’s most advanced commercial grills



AN INCREDIBLE NEW COOKING PLATFORM

Instinctive gap control. Faster cooking. More precise temperatures. The new Taylor

Crown Series grills have arrived to revolutionize kitchens everywhere.



These are the first grills with lower plates that automatically adjust their alignment to provide precise,

full-contact cooking no matter what’s on the menu. This groundbreaking technology, exclusively

available from Taylor Company, ensures even cooking and a superior end product.

When combined with other class-leading features like active compression technology and multi-gap

menu configurations within a single cook cycle, the new Crown Series helps you serve top-quality food

time and again.

CONSISTENCY MEETS VERSATILITY



Like all two-sided Taylor grills, the Crown Series is proven to cook at least 50% faster than other

platforms. You’ll be able to do burgers, steaks, chicken, seafood, veggies, paninis, breakfast

favorites and more — all cooked to perfection with unprecedented e�ciency.

CALIBRATED TO YOUR GOALS.
AUTOMATICALLY.

Consistent
- Instinctive gapping enhances
 food quality
- Active compression technology
 for correct pressure every time
- Edge-to-edge temperature stability
- Daily automatic calibration

Flexible
- Fast recovery time between
 cook cycles
- Independent cook zones allow for
 multiple temperatures and eliminate
 flavor crossover
- Up to 2” (50.8 mm) extended
 gap range

 User friendly
- Intuitive touchscreen controls
- Programmable time, temperature
 and pressure for over 50 menu items
- USB capabilities for e�ortless
 menu updates
- Electric power
- Onboard user instructions
- Easy to clean and maintain



We developed the Crown Series by working directly with operators. We listened to their needs

and applied all of our foodservice industry expertise. The result is a breakthrough cooking platform

that delivers improved product consistency, greater menu flexibility, energy savings and easy

operation. These are the ultimate “built to serve” grills.

BUILT TO SERVE MODERN FOODSERVICE
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L852
2-platen, double-sided grill

L858
3-platen, double-sided grill

MOVE YOUR OPERATION FORWARD

Contact your local, authorized Taylor distributor, and ask to learn 

more about the new Crown Series grills.

 taylorcrownseries.com


